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Puzzles for Learning
Puzzles are a great tool for teaching physical,
cognitive and emotional skills. That’s why we use
them at Mindstretch Preschool.

At Mindstretch, we use puzzles with numbers and beads to aid
number recognition and comprehension. This is particularly
relevant to the concrete operational stage of our Grade R learners.

Physical skills: Puzzles help refine fine motor
skills. The children must pick up, pinch and grasp the
pieces (some with knobs, pegs or chunky edges),
move them around, and finally manipulate them into
the right slot. Handeye coordination is also
improved. The child develops a keen relationship
between what their eyes see, what their hands do,
and how their brain interprets the information.
Cognitive skills & problem solving: Completing a
puzzle sets a single goal to achieve. The puzzler
must develop strategies on how to complete the
puzzle, a process involving problem-solving and
reasoning skills. They must sort the pieces logically
— by colour, by shape, by size — to find the right fit.
Emotional skills: Puzzles help develop patience.
The child must slowly work through the puzzle to
reach their goal, dealing with much trial and error
along the way. Puzzles can also be used to enhance
and promote cooperative play. And, working together
promotes communication and teaches turn-taking.

Our learners become so engrossed in our age-appropriate puzzles
that once they start they don’t want to budge until they’ve
completed the puzzle and can say I Did It!

Perhaps best of all, children find it rewarding when
they complete a puzzle, which helps build selfmotivation and self-belief.
When it becomes easy for the child to move through
the hoop, increase the difficulty:
 Use two hoops about 2 feet apart.
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share some of the key news on page 3.
cushions or an air mattress.
Thank you to all of our friends and
collaborators who assist us to ensure that
our children get a top-notch education.

Mindstretch
Pinelands, Cape Town
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E: jen@mindstretch.co.za
P: 021 531 5899
M: 083 444 4554
F: 086 518 9251

 Training
 Therapy

Sonja Higham’s contribution on page 2 illustrates how the
impact of HANDLE® therapy extends way beyond the
classroom. Indeed, if you’re in Cape Town in September,
consider signing up for my Introductory HANDLE Training
(register at www.mindstretch.co.za).
Regards, Jennifer

www.mindstretch.co.za
find us on Facebook

Mindstretch Founder, Preschool Principal
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Impressive Improvements with
HANDLE® Therapy
By Sonja Higham

I am a Physiotherapist and an Augmentative and
Alternative Communication Practitioner. I work with
individuals unable to use their voice to
communicate, teaching them other communication
techniques, such as signs, picture exchange, using
iPads or eye tracking.
The case I describe here involves a ‘locked in’
stroke patient (this means her mind is fine but her
body, including her voice and facial muscles, does
not move). We used an eye tracker set up in such a
way that the client's eyes become the mouse cursor
(the photograph below shows the usual system). In
essence, wherever the patient looks, the mouse
cursor moves. Using this, we create ‘hot spots’ on
the screen. When the client looks at a certain hot
spot, it speaks out loud for them; for example, “I
need a drink” or “My chest hurts, please help!”
Clearly, it’s critical that the eyes move correctly and
with a full range, so as to cover the entire screen
and so maximise communication opportunities.
The first screen shot in the next column is an image
that the stroke client drew with her eyes before
receiving HANDLE® (Holistic Approach to Neuro
Development and Learning Efficiency) therapy.
Note how limited the eye movement was, with little
of the screen reached.

Prior to HANDLE therapy, in the first image, very little of the screen is
reached, showing limited eye movement. In the second image (taken
post-therapy), significantly greater eye movement is apparent.

The second screen shot was drawn after using
HANDLE Face Tapping just once. Note how much
more of the screen the client was able to cover,
and thus how she was empowered to better
communicate by reaching more ‘hot spots’.
This client was also struggling to open her mouth,
a major problem for tooth brushing, etc. Her
mouth is usually so tightly clenched that her teeth
dig into her lower lip, leaving deep marks. She
hates anyone touching her face and trying to open
her mouth. However, she did allow HANDLE Face
Tapping, and managed to open her mouth without
assistance immediately after the exercise.
The HANDLE techniques have made a huge
difference to my session work. I’ve found that they
can be used quickly to effectively regain focus,
increase movement and much more.
Sonja also provides speech therapy at
Mindstretch Preschool. For more about
Sonja’s service, go to www.speak2me.co.za

About Face Tapping
The HANDLE technique is used to awaken,
organise, integrate and relax the trigeminal nerve,
one of twelve pairs of cranial nerves. It involves
rapid, rhythmic taps using two fingers in an alternating pattern. The taps are delivered over the full
extent of the face — from hairline to chin, and from
temple to temple — following a precise sequence.

.
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 Mindstretch learners have always had
access to Tablet learning, but now every
child gets to use their own Tablet with
individualised educative apps every day,
thanks to a generous grant received by
Mindstretch Preschool. The children
particularly enjoy the interactive
LetterSchool Writing and Numbers App.
Every child gets age-appropriate Tablet learning every day.

 In August, two of our teachers attended
Autism Western Cape’s 4-day Autism
Cares Workshop. They’ve since
incorporated many new teaching ideas
into their classes. AWC’s Keri Delport
also visited Mindstretch Preschool for
some onsite mentoring. Before the end
of September, all of our educators will
have attended the AWC training.

AWC’s Keri Delport (right) visits Mindstretch Preschool.

 We’re delighted to be collaborating with
PhD student Katie Hamilton from the
UCT Autism Research Group. Katie is
exploring genetic factors related to social
ability in Autism Spectrum Disorders. It
is something we believe in: every day
our children ‘practice’ social interaction
under the watchful eyes of their
teachers.
UCT Autism Research Group’s Katie Hamilton (right) with Jennifer.

 In August, Mindstretch Preschool
received a wonderful jungle gym with
swings and a slide. Movement is key in
early development and we incorporate
it into our programme daily. As one
parent wrote to us:
“I love the jungle gym. Our son went
straight on it this morning.”
Rotarian Jo Maxwell (left) sees the jungle gym she sourced in use.
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Choose Life and Buckle Up
By Mindstretch Teachers Lindsey Dunn & Shara Newport

South African law states that everyone in a vehicle must wear
a seat belt, and that the driver is responsible for ensuring this.
The driver can be fined if someone is not wearing a seat belt
or using an appropriate child restraint (car or booster seats).
The World Health Organisation reports that, in the event of an accident,
appropriate child restraints will:

 Reduce deaths among infants by 70%.
 Reduce deaths among small children aged 14 years by 54%.
 Reduce the chances of significant injury by 59% among children
aged 47 years who are strapped into booster seats, as compared with the rate of injuries sustained using
ordinary vehicle seat belts.
Safety experts note that children must be 144 cm tall to safely use a normal seat belt (no car or booster seat).
It’s also notable that most car accidents happen within a few kilometres of home and at speeds below 60 km/h.

Your children are your most valuable cargo. Keep them safe by buckling them up!

HANDLE Seminar on Sep 5 & 12, Rondebosch, Cape Town
Sign-up for our upcoming HANDLE seminar. It’s right for
educators, therapists and parents. As one parent said:

“For me as a mom it’s been so good to have an
understanding of what may be happening (or not
happening!) in my son neurologically, and learning
the gentle enhancement exercises to help him cope.
I already see him much calmer, and others have
commented on that too…”

We Welcome Feedback and Subscriptions


Email jen@mindstretch.co.za with comments or suggestions for the newsletter, and please follow us on Facebook to receive
regular news updates (our page is titled ‘Mindstretch Preschool, Training and Therapy’).



To receive the newsletter, please subscribe online at www.mindstretch.co.za/newsletter.
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